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TE Migration
WITH ALL-TOUCH TE (ATTE)

Your legacy “green screen” terminal emulation (TE) apps have served your 
business for years. Now, workers expect business apps to provide the same 
experiences that consumer apps offer. TE Migration moves terminal emulation 
apps to Android devices, quickly and inexpensively. 

Challenge
Stalled Productivity
Worker efficiency is stagnant, a better 
solution is needed to realize new  
productivity highs

Inefficient Processes
The app was designed and built by a 
developer, not specialists focused on 
workflow productivity

Extensive Training
New workers need training on unfamiliar 
interfaces and complicated key entry 
processes

Expensive Re-writes
Building a new app for modern devices 
is costly, time consuming, and a 
complex process



App Productivity
Add to device productivity gains 
with intuitive app experiences built 
specifically for the TC8000

Accelerate Efforts
Move your existing terminal apps to run 
on Android in just weeks, and innovate 
over time
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Solution

Leverage Touch
Modernize your applications to take 
advantage of intuitive touch-enabled 
colorful screens

Cost Effective
Optimize processes while avoiding the 
costs, risks and effort associated with 
app re-writes

These challenges are solved with Zebra’s TE Migration service which enables existing Terminal 
applications to run on Android. This migrates your portfolio of apps to modern systems in a fraction 
of the time of a re-write, while also providing the opportunity to re-imagine your app to optimize 
processes, and create intuitive experiences that boost productivity.

Access to Backend

Performant & Reliable

GUI Translation

Touch Interface

Reduced Training

Content Optimization

Custom Keyboards

Enhanced Productivity

Key Mapping

Quality Tested

STAY WITH LEGACY 
HARDWARE & 

GREEN SCREEN

AUTO CONVERT 
WITH ATTE

TE MIGRATION 
SERVICE

MIGRATION OPTIONS

WANT TO SEE YOUR APPS ON MODERN DEVICES?
get help: applications@zebra.com

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/TE-Migration


